Analysis of clinical manifestations, mutant gene and encoded protein in two Chinese MYH9-related disease families.
MYH9-related disease is a rare autosomal dominant disorder characterized by the triad of giant platelet, thrombocytopenia and inclusion bodies in neutrophil. In recent years, much progress has been made in the investigation of its clinical feature and pathogenesis. Clinical manifestations were analyzed in two Chinese MYH9-related disease families. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), DNA sequencing and CpoI restrictive endonuclease map analysis were used to identify spot mutation in nonmuscle myosin heavy chain 9 (MYH9) gene. Indirect immunofluence combined propidium iodine (PI) nuclei count-staining technology was applied to probe nonmuscle myosin heavy chain IIA (NMMHC-A) in MYH9-related disease neutrophils and platelets. Western blot was undergone to examine the expression of NMMHC-A in MYH9-related disease patients. All of the patients manifested with the typical triad, mild to moderate bleeding tendency were their common clinical feature, some patients were accompanied by renal lesion. G5521A mutation in MYH9 gene was identified in both families. Spindle-like inclusions with yellow fluorescence in MYH9-related disease neutrophils were clearly revealed by indirect immunofluence combined PI nuclei count-staining technology, which matched very well with the inclusions, detected by Wright-Giemsa's stain. An upregulation of NMMHC-A in MYH9-related disease neutrophils was observed by Western blotting analysis. Mutation of MYH9 gene exists in cases of Chinese MYH9-related disease. In the two families, the point mutation was located in exon 38(G5521A), and the transference rule of the MYH9 gene mutation is corresponding with clinical phenotype distribution. Indirect immunofluorescence combining with PI nuclei staining technology is sensitive and more specific than Wright-Giemsa's staining in detecting MYH9-related disease inclusions, with which we might easily distinguish MYH9-related disease inclusions from infection-associated inclusions. The expression of the NMMHC-A in MYH9-related disease neutrophils was upregulated than normal control.